The growing amount of geo-referenced image collections facilitates the enrichment and adaptation of existing geographic thesauri to image retrieval and their exploitation in map-based interfaces (Google Map and Earth, Yahoo! Map, etc.). Most large scale systems for visualizing pictures of geographic entities are weakly structured (unless for commercial entities), with inhomogeneous coverage; they also make little or no use of image processing techniques in search and retrieval. In this paper, we tackle with these problems by introducing an enriched version of a geographical database and a content-based facility in a new mapbased visualization tool, called ThemExplorer. We present the system and evaluate different dimensions, proving its usefulness for browsing geo-referenced images.
INTRODUCTION
discusses the result of a log file study, showing that geographic queries represent a hefty chunk of the information requests . Moreover, the geographical domain seems to include the largest share of repeated queries. By consequence, it is worthwhile to propose dedicated applications for retrieving this type of information. Using metadata associated with digital images is known to improve the way users interact with large scale photographic collections [16] . In particular, geographic information associated to pictures enables the localization of the data on a map and the proposition of an imaged description of the world. New online applications propose the visualization of geographic entities using geo-referenced photos. Most noticeably, Flickr proposes a map-based navigation 1 of their geo-referenced data and Google Earth mixes Panoramio 2 images. In both interfaces, the user can navigate on the maps and click spots that correspond to a place where pictures were taken. In [1] tags representing a region are displayed and, once a tag is selected, the system presents associated images. This type of interface is more informative and improves the navigation possibilities compared to Flickr and Google, in which the interaction with the map information is usually limited to the presentation of pictures (or tags) from the region. Similarly to [1] , we employ TagMaps geographical database is particularly important for regions that are not well represented in Geonames. The obtained structure enables a topical browsing of geo-referenced pictures that is not includedto our knowledge -in any other geographic image visualization tool. The pictures associated to locations are themselves collected using Flickr and Google Image. We include a content-based image retrieval (CBIR) functionality in ThemExplorer. The CBIR is limited to photos representing the same geographic name in the database and is especially useful for popular tags having a lot of associated pictures, allowing a quick in-depth exploration of the answers set. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in section 2, we discuss related work; section 3 includes an architectural overview of ThemExplorer; in Section 4, we present the contribution of our geographical database using heterogeneous sources on the Web; in section 5, we detail the CBIR techniques associated to ThemExplorer. Before concluding and presenting some future works, we describe a series of evaluation in section 6.
RELATED WORK
Flickr and Google Earth propose map-based visualization tools that place pictures on a map using the geographical coordinates of the geo-referenced pictures. The textual information guiding the search is limited to the one on the map and the user interaction is reduced to clicking individual photos in order to have detailed view of the items. Panoramio presents image snippets on a map and a set of images near the map. An important particularity of the platform is that any submitted picture has to be validated as representative by a different user, increasing the chances for the images to be relevant. The system that is the closest to ours is World Explorer, described in [1] and concerns the visualization of tags on a map and of corresponding pictures in the interface. The authors exploit a generative method for identifying locations based on unstructured data from Flickr first described in [20] . A multi-scale analysis is performed in order to find the most representative tags at each level on the map. One advantage of the approach is that the number of presented tags is not limited a priori and, with the growth of the unstructured textual database, it is possible to mine and prompt more and more information. An evaluation of the dataset used in [1] , included in [20] , shows that the identification of locations is correct in 82% of the cases (when half of the candidates are retained). The use of a dictionary constitutes a simple way to eliminate irrelevant tags for the geographic domain, but this method is not employed in [1] . The main difference between World Explorer and ThemExplorer is that, in our system, the database is structured. Consequently the navigation model and the interaction process are different in the two applications. The development of large-scale geographical thesauri received considerable attention in the Geographical Information Systems community. The Alexandria gazetteer [9] contains over 4 millions entries, grouped into several general categories (like landforms, manmade, hydrographical forms etc.), that are further divided into finer levels (like mountains, buildings or streams). Geonames 4 is another geographical thesaurus, containing more than 6 millions entries. One of the main problems with existing databases is that their coverage is highly variable. For example, in Geonames, USA is represented by over 1.8 million instances, whereas Armenia has only 1900 associated entries and Romania only24000. A possible way to overcome this variability is to try to automatically enrich the database. Recently, Auer el al. [2] introduced DBPedia, an interesting encoding of Wikipedia pages in database format. This structure contains over 70,000 geo-referenced entries, which can be used for mining detailed information about geographical entities. The processing of geographic information in this database is minimal since it does not classify the geographic names into higher-level classes. The inclusion of geographical thesauri in image visualization frameworks is mentioned in [15] but it is left for future work. One important limitation of manually-built databases concerns their coverage, which determines the extent of information it is possible to display, whereas the volume of information extracted using a generative method like the one employed in [20] depends only on the constantly growing volume of data in Flickr. A lot of research effort in the image retrieval community was directed toward the development of CBIR techniques. In spite of an impressive number of publications addressing the problem (see [25] , [13] ), these techniques are not exploited in large scale applications, like Web image search engines. Cortina [18] , with 11 millions processed images, is the largest existing CBIR application. The reticence in including query-by-example in Web image search engines can be explained by the semantic gap [13] , the difference between to the human notion of image similarity and the similarity as computed by machines. Equally important, content processing introduces an important burden in image retrieval applications when targeting large volumes of data. O'Hare et al. [17] assess the use of CBIR techniques for georeferenced pictures. Several image descriptors are first employed alone, then combined using, in addition, a restriction of the search space based on spatial proximity. This last setting performs best, but the results are not drastically improved compared to classical CBIR. Note that no textual information attached to pictures is exploited in [17] . Liu [13] reviews over 100 research papers approaching different ways to improve CBIR by adding semantic information, but this topic is still a hot one. An effective way to improve visual retrieval is to introduce it as a complement of textbased image retrieval and limit the search space based on prior textual information introduced by the user like in [24] or [19] . Indeed, in [19] , a multi-level limitation of the search space is proposed and the most specific level ensures both visual and conceptual coherence. In this paper, we apply the restriction of the search space to specific geographic entities like Mont Blanc or Eiffel Tower. 4 Geonames -http://www.geonames.org When the user asks for geographic names in a particular region, TagMaps is called and queries the geographical database so as to obtain the tags. When the user selects a displayed name, the system checks if this query has already been asked for; if so, the associated pictures are immediately presented; otherwise, the photos are searched on the Internet, firstly by using Flickr and, secondly, if the number of the collected images is not enough, by using Google Image. When the user launches the CBIR facility, a content-based search engine (called PIRIA [11] ) is employed. The locally stored pictures are visually indexed and the closest answers to the image query are computed and displayed.
The user interface
The user interface (figure 2) aggregates the different elements of ThemExplorer. It is implemented in PHP for dynamically generating the content of the page and Javascript for the TagMaps linking. The interface is made up of three main components:
• a map obtained from TagMaps displaying the most representative geographic names in a region
• a series of geographic categories (from Geonames) enabling a selection of one or more topics of interest
• an image display area where the user can launch the contentbased facility Figure 2 . ThemExplorer interface
Interaction Process
The interaction is determined by two types of restriction: a thematic restriction obtained using conceptual inheritance and a spatial restriction, provided by the multi-scale map visualization tool. The selection of one or more themes of interest is performed by browsing a categorical tree containing two levels of detail. At the most general level, the user can select one general "geographic" category, like Artifacts or Nature. A finer grained selection is proposed at the second level: the user can choose one or more subclasses like Bridge, Church or Museum. The map enables the selection of a region of interest, either by typing a location name or by using a zooming tool. The items displayed on the map can be selected in order to obtain associated images. If the user picks a particular image, this picture becomes an example query and a content-based retrieval among the photos associated to the same tag is launched. We constrain the content based search because the results of this type of query are poor for large and heterogeneous image collections like those in Flickr and Google Image.
GEOGRAPHIC ENTITIES EXTRACTION
In this section we first describe the different resources we used to build a large-scale and robust geographic database. Then we explain how we enrich the available data to build our database. We add an Entity-Rank information that captures the relative importance of each tag in the database. This last dimension is fundamental in retrieval applications because it compels the system to present the most relevant entities in priority.
Formalism
To describe a geographic entity, we use the minimal tuple defined in [9] : (Entity-Name, Entity-Coordinates, Entity-Type, EntityRank), where the Entity-Coordinates is the longitude and latitude coordinate of an entity and the Entity-Type is the category of the entity according to the ones defined in Geonames.
Data Sources

Geonames
Geonames is a freely-available geographical database with about six millions of entities. Each instance in Geonames (e.g. Mont Blanc) belongs to an intermediary geographic class (e.g. mountain) which, in its turn, is attributed to a more general category. With such a structure, a topical browsing is possible.
Wikipedia
The well known online encyclopedia contains much gazetteer-type information. There are around 100,000 geo-referenced articles in the English version of Wikipedia, a volume which remains significantly smaller than the 6 millions entries already present in Geonames. We can exploit the structure of geo-referenced articles and extract the Entity-Name (in the page title), alternate variants of the entity name (in the header, and in foreign language page pointers), as well as the Entity-Coordinates. Entity-Type can often be mined from the first sentence of the article [9] . There is no guarantee, however, that all three components of our minimal tuple will be found for each item.
Panoramio
Panoramio is a website for sharing geo-referenced pictures. The validation of photos representing locations by other users constitutes a useful particularity of this platform because the precision of the dataset is improved compared to classical search engines. Data introduced by the users are available via an API which returns the title and localization of the images and a link towards the image itself. We can also exploit frequency information to extract an indication of the popularity or importance of the entity (see section 4.3.2).
Geographic data enrichment
Geonames includes a very large amount of data but with an inhomogeneous coverage (see Section 2 for an example) and, given the required amount of work implied by the manual enrichment of a large scale database, the automation of the process is appealing. We briefly describe a procedure for automatically enriching Geonames based on the aggregation of heterogeneous information on the Web. The enrichment process is mainly based on Wikipedia and Panoramio. Geonames includes links toward geo-referenced Wikipedia pages 6 but the information in the encyclopedia articles is not processed. In addition, we propose an analysis of the first sentences of Wikipedia pages which extracts the parent class of the geographic name. The automatic enrichment of the data is especially useful for weakly represented countries such as Romania: the Unirii Square in Bucharest is not included in Geonames, but appears in Wikipedia and will be attached to the squares class in our structure. There are other interesting entities which do not appear in Geonames or Wikipedia and we exploit Panoramio to extract them (for example the Popa Nan Church and the University of Architecture in Bucharest).
Entity extraction
First, we extend the Geonames domain vocabulary, which contains over 600 intermediate geographic concepts for tagging an Entitytype. However, a preliminary study of Wikipedia articles convinced us that this vocabulary was not comprehensive enough. We thus added around 20 new concepts for the geographic domain (e.g. Borough, Neighborhood), as well as some concepts frequently having a strong spatial connotation, such Club, Team or Laboratory which are often given with geographic coordinates in Wikipedia. We populate the database by extracting everything we can consider as a localizable entity (Entity-Name) from Wikipedia and from Panoramio. From a downloaded copy of Wikipedia, we begin by extracting all articles which contain geographic coordinates. Following [12] , we retain this article if its first sentence contains a geographic concept (after the verb 'to be'), for example, "…is a large residential neighborhood". For these names, we have the three minimal elements: the Entity-Name, the Entity-Type, and the Entity-Coordinates. We use these articles to build a second list of other candidates from Wikipedia. From these articles, we extract all new linked proper names (identified by uppercase Wikipedia links) and access their articles. We retain these names as candidates if the article's first sentence contains a geographic concept, as described above. [5] , [8] or question answering [3] . The default parent concept of a candidate geographic name is the one appearing in its name. If this candidate is associated more frequently with another geographic concept in the snippets associated to the candidate name, we launch definitional ("candidate IS A concept") on the Web and retain as the final parent concept for the candidate name the one appearing more often in the definitional query. For Wikipedia candidate names not having coordinates, we could use the coordinates of the geo-referenced articles they came from, but these are too imprecise. Instead, we search the names in Panoramio and calculate the average coordinates of the photos whose title contains the analyzed name. The same localization technique is applied to candidate names drawn from Panoramio titles. This simple method produces an approximate localization of the geographic name that, as shown below in the Evaluation section, is satisfying.
Entity ranking
As we mentioned, we extended the minimal definition of a geographical gazetteer [9] by adding an Entity-Rank. The ranking increases the usefulness of the geographic gazetteer in information retrieval. We produce a Entity-Rank ranking by aggregating information found in Panoramio and a search engine. While the first corpus is well adapted to the geographic domain, its coverage is significantly reduced when compared to that of a search engine, such as Alltheweb, which provides better coverage but lower accuracy. When using Panoramio for ranking items, we take all the photos around the candidate coordinates (within a distance of 30 kilometers), and search these photos using the candidate EntityName. We then combine the total number of retrieved Panoramio images (a classical term frequency measure) with the number of different users (a community-based relevance assessment) having uploaded those images. We can reasonably suppose that, if a geographic object was photographed by several people, it is more representative than an object photographed by one person only, and should thus be ranked higher. The Panoramio based relevance measure is generally accurate but can return the same rank for different items. To differentiate these elements, we use Alltheweb counts for the candidate geographic name.
CBIR SYSTEM
Color and texture-based global descriptors
We first tested the Local Edge Pattern (LEP) [4] , a texture-based descriptor. The LEP descriptor is based on the edge map of the image computed with Sobel filtering. A threshold is applied to quantify the pixel in an "edge" class (1) or "non-edge class" (0). Then, a binomial kernel ({1, 2, 4},{8, 256, 16},{32, 64, 128}) 
Bag of features descriptor
The adaptation of the "bag of words", a popular method in natural language processing, to the "bag of visual words" or "bag of features" [7] for images endows the image processing community with new and powerful methods to build robust description of images. [22] , [23] proposed very interesting analysis and uses of this method for content-based image retrieval, objects or scenes classification purposes. We use a bag of features approach in CBIR [10] . This descriptor captures local properties of represented objects and complements traditional approaches to image indexing, which provide a global characterization of the content. As shown by the evaluation in section 6, the combination of the two types of descriptors improves the performances the CBIR The basic idea of the bag of features is to produce a visual vocabulary built after an unsupervised quantification of a set of patches extracted from images and described with classical features such as the SIFT descriptor [14] . The extraction of the patches can be realized using a random or homogeneous selection of the pixels or using interest points detectors (Harris Laplace, Gaussian based detectors etc.). The volume of patches is important and the clustering process can rapidly become a real problem. The KMeans algorithm (or some "enhanced" derivates) is generally applied several times with different initializations to reach or tend to reach an optimal partition. After this quantification step, we have at our disposal a codebook or vocabulary composed of "visual words" enabling to represent an image with the histogram of the occurrence of each "visual word" of this vocabulary.
Visual vocabulary
We computed a visual vocabulary considering a selection of Flickr pictures that stand for different geographic categories in Geonames. We analyzed about 5000 images and extracted a maximum of 1000 Harris-Laplace keypoints per image described by the rotation and scale invariant SIFT descriptors [14] . Then, we computed a 5000 size codebook with the K-Means algorithm.
To overcome the initialization dependency of the K-Means algorithm we computed ten K-Means with random initializations and retained the best result defined as the partition with the optimal intra-clustered distance. Hörster and al. [10] propose a different method based on the merging on multiple K-Means results computed on different subsets of a large-scale collection. In our case, using comfortable calculus capacities and a parallel implementation of the K-Means 7 we could afford to apply the KMeans on the whole dataset. We designate our codebook by W and note each of its visual word by w i . 
Indexing process
RESULTS AND EVALUATION
Enrichment of the database
We decided to evaluate our geographical database against an automatically created database ( [20] ) and a manually built thesaurus (Geonames). To do this, we first arbitrarily chose 15 cities from different countries selected to provide a variable quality of the representation in TagMaps and Geonames: Athens, Beijing, Bucharest, Kiev, London, Moscow, Paris, Pittsburgh, San Francisco, Singapore, Sydney, Timisoara, Tokyo, Toulouse and Tunis. For these cities, we ran our geographical candidate selection algorithms, and generated 6000 entities, of which the 20% whose Entity Names appeared 15 times or less on the Web were eliminated because of their low frequency of appearance on the Web. 7 http://www.ece.northwestern.edu/~wkliao/Kmeans/index.html
Instance Extraction and coverage
We manually evaluated the correctness of the geographic names extraction process for 424 elements generated for our database. For each of the 15 cities, a maximum of 30 randomly extracted items were tested (some cities like Toulouse or Tunis had less than 30 elements discovered). These elements come from both Wikipedia and Panoramio. In the evaluation procedure, we considered as correct all exact matches of the extracted instances to the real names and incomplete matches which are commonly equivalent to their longer forms (i.e. Louvre instead of Louvre Museum). (1) Tunis (7) Kiev (8) London (1313) San Francisco (1006) Singapore (827) Toulouse (10) Tunis (24) Timisoara (31) The results in table 1 show that the extraction process is accurate in over 90% of the cases. This value is to be compared to the 82% precision reported in [20] for the only large scale automatically built geographic database we know of. In [20] , the authors performed their evaluation after eliminating 50% of their location candidates, starting with the least frequent. Our thresholding of 15 or more web hits only eliminated 20% of our candidates before evaluation. The errors in our approach are due to some imperfections of our named entities extraction. For example, terms like Big House, were mined when using Panoramio and they are reported as errors in this test. We also counted as errors vague terms like Athens Theater, considering that this term covers several geographic objects and is not a geographic name. The coverage outperforms that in TagMaps except for Toulouse area, for which the two methods discover a reduced number of results (10 against 18 in TagMaps). A remarkably high number of results is obtained for cities that are well represented in Wikipedia and in Panoramio. Somewhat surprisingly, although a major tourist destination, Paris does not appear among the best represented cities. The use of an English geographic vocabulary to extract candidates from Panoramio constitutes an explanation for this situation. The internationalization of the vocabulary will further enrich our process. Significant differences can be pinpointed for Kiev (145 location names against 8) or Timisoara (31 against 1).
Instance Categorization
Candidate categorization can be automatically evaluated using the intersection of our database and Geonames for the selected cities: The results in table 2 show a high rate of success of the overall categorization process. The results for the Wikipedia-based items are consistent with those reported in [12] ; the precision is above 90%. The errors that appear are mainly caused by complicated definitions. For example, the verb to be is sometimes followed by a reference to the geographic situation rather than a direct reference to the instance type. In future work, we plan to add a syntactic analysis means to avoid this type of situation. In Panoramio, the errors appear when the snippets based categorization fails to find the real parent class of a candidate.
Instance Localization
The intersection between Geonames and our database was equally employed so as to assess the distance between common items in both databases. We computed the distribution of the distance between the coordinates in our database and those in Geonames (used as golden standard). The distances were quantified every 200 meters. A large majority of the coordinates are distant of less than 1 kilometer compared to the corresponding manually supplied coordinates in Geonames: -60% of the distances are inferior to 200 meters -81% are inferior to 600 meters -92% are smaller than 1 kilometer The highest concentration of results is to be found in the first sector of 200 meters around the Geonames coordinates. As for the differences that are superior to 1 kilometer, they usually appear for items having a large surface (gulf, river, borough or island, university, bay, beach or park). For these geographic objects, a displacement of the geographic coordinates with a distance of the order of 1 kilometer is comparable to their spatial dimensions and does not greatly affect the quality of the representation. A special case is that of rivers, which are objects with a disproportionate ratio between their length and width. One might correctly place their coordinates at any point along their course.
Instance Ranking
Our importance ranking of each geographic name was calculated using two reference corpuses, Panoramio and Alltheweb, with a preference given to the results obtained using Panoramio. On the basis of these statistics, we present the top five "most salient" ranked results as for each city: We are not sure how to correctly identify the preferred short form of these names without introducing ambiguities into our automatic system. The example of Timisoara, a city for which the number of Panoramio images is significantly smaller than that for Paris or San Francisco, for which all top ranked terms correspond to landmarks in the area, shows that the ranking method applies well both to well represented regions and to less known areas.
Content Based Image Retrieval
Restriction of the query space
The evaluation of content based image retrieval is not a trivial task because it involves the assessment of similarity between pictures as seen by each user. Previous studies [6] , [19] show that the conceptual resemblance of images seems to dominate over their low level similarity (based on perceptual characteristics like color or texture). In ThemExplorer, we propose an interaction schema similar to that in [19] , reducing first the region of the database employed in the CBIR query to a conceptually coherent set.
Here we compare the restriction of the query space using localization information (situation 1: S1) and a similar restriction which, in addition, exploits the keywords attached to images (situation 2: S2). In the first situation the CBIR query is performed in image sets representing several entities in the same city, while in second situation, only pictures of the same object are considered. A CBIR process was launched for 20 representative pictures of the objects using S1 and S2 and the 10 closest images were selected. Both punctual entities like (Eiffel Tower or Sydney Opera House) and non-punctual ones (like the Central Park in New York or Bondi Beach in Sydney) were included in the test in order to cover different types of locations. We divided the dataset in two parts (10 objects in each dataset) and asked six information science students (note U1 to U6), with little or no experience in image retrieval, to evaluate the similarity between the example pictures and the answers provided by the CBIR answers.
Image similarity is a vague concept and we provided a situation meant to guide the students in their evaluation: they were asked to imagine that they must illustrate a location with a picture and that they found one that seems fitted for this purpose (the example image) but they know that there might be other related images in the database. The task consisted in selecting those answers provided by PIRIA they considered as good substitutes for the query. The presented situation is general enough not to narrow the conclusions of the study to a particular domain and provides some guidance for grasping the notion of similarity. We evaluated the precision using S1 and S2 and present the results for the two sets of images in table 4: As expected, the results point out that the precision of the CBIR using both keywords and localization information largely outperforms the corresponding results when restricting the query space using only localization information. The two types of restriction generate better results compared to a pure CBIR process and, in addition, reduce the complexity of the search process. The hypothesis we introduced are: if a user selects an image from a region (i.e. a city), she/he only wants to see images of that city (for S1) if she/he selects a picture of a precise object, she/he expects to see similar images depicting the same object (for S2).
Evaluation of the descriptors
We evaluate the performances of the two descriptors we described in section 5 using classical precision and recall metrics. For the test we pick 20 entities and chose one query-image for each one, similarly to the evaluation of the influence of the restriction of the query space. For each query image we gather three series of the ten most similar images return by the CBIR system. The first series corresponds to the global color and texture descriptors (see 5.1.). The second series is the result of the bag of features descriptor (see 5.2.) and the third one is a combining of both features based on a late fusion of the similarity scores. The distance provided using the two descriptors is normalized in [0,1], thus we simply add the similarity values to fusion the results. As for the previous evaluation, for each query and each series, we ask the six students to assess the answers as relevant or not. Because the precision measure presents a higher interest than the recall in Web image retrieval applications, we focus the evaluation on precision-based metrics: the global precision over the list of the ten answers (P) and the Mean Average Precision (MAP) a classical and very popular metric that enables to consider the rank of the answer in the precision computing. The results in table 5 shows that the performance of the global color and texture descriptor and the bag of features descriptor are close. The interesting information is provided by the gain in both precision and MAP when merging the descriptors through a basic late fusion of the scores. The descriptors are complementary since they focus on different characteristics and patterns providing different relevant answers. In future works, we will continue to experiment new descriptors and merging approaches to improve the CBIR facility in ThemExplorer.
CONCLUSIONS
We enriched Geonames, an existing geographical database by extracting additional geographic information from heterogeneous information sources on the Web (Wikipedia, Panoramio, Alltheweb) and by adding a ranking value to the elements in the database. The hierarchical organization of Geonames was exploited in order to introduce a thematic navigation model for geographic image retrieval and we introduced an efficient aggregation of the keyword based search and of a content-based retrieval. The first evaluations of our system, ThemExplorer, encourage us to continue working in this direction. Our entity extraction approach is especially useful for countries where the representation in Geonames is not well detailed. The CBIR facility based on complementary descriptors enables to find and browse the images more efficiently. As for future work, it would be interesting to adapt the retrieval and the results presentation processes to the type of the queried entity. For example, if a user selects a tag in the natural parks category, the system could show pictures from different places inside this park in order to ensure a more comprehensive view of the entity. [12] introduces an automatic categorization of pictures with respect to their content. The inclusion of this type of algorithms in ThemExplorer can be of help in the adaptation of the results to the type of the queried entity. For example, if pictures for a museum are demanded, pictures from an "interior views" and "exterior views" classes could be displayed. Last, but not the least, we plan to realize a user study for a global validation of the system. The experiments presented in this paper only address the system components. It would be interesting to have a global assessment of the system performances. The design of the user study is not straightforward but we are aware of the necessity of this type of experimentation. Ideally, the study should include a comparison between ThemExplorer and World Explorer.
